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Sri Devaraj Urs Academy of Higher Education and Research is a Deemed to be University offering quality education in Medicine and Allied Health Sciences since 2007.

The University now invites

Applications from candidates with outstanding credentials in academics, research and with administrative capabilities for the post of

**Vice Chancellor**

Eligible candidates less than 65 years as per criteria of UGC need to apply on or before 16 May 2016 as per the format available in the website of the University, www.sduu.ac.in

The post carries pay and perks befitting to the position of the Vice Chancellor.

Selection will be based on the recommendation of the ‘Search-cum-Selection Committee’ appointed by the University as per the existing norms.

The envelope should be superscribed ‘For the position of Vice Chancellor’ addressed to The Registrar, Sri Devaraj Urs Academy of Higher Education & Research, Tamaka, Kolar 563 103, Karnataka.

Registrar

---

**Centre for Brain Research**
**Indian Institute of Science**
**Bengaluru 560 012**

**Position of Deputy Director**

Centre for Brain Research (an autonomous Centre of Indian Institute of Science) seeks a distinguished neuroscientist to serve as **Deputy Director** of this newly established Centre.

The Centre for Brain Research is dedicated to finding early diagnosis and rational therapies for neurodegenerative diseases through better understanding of brain function. In order to achieve these goals, the Centre will carry out clinical and basic research in human populations and model systems. The Centre will have around 15 research groups.

The Deputy Director shall assist the Director of the Centre and discharge such duties and functions as may be assigned to him by the Director. The candidate is expected to work closely with the Director and assist in the day-to-day operation of the Centre. Expertise in clinical, genetic, and/or epidemiological research related to aging and neurodegenerative disorders would be desirable.

Interested scientists may kindly send the complete curriculum vitae by 31 May 2016 to cbr@cns.iisc.ernet.in

**The Chairperson**, Centre for Brain Research, Indian Institute of Science, Bengaluru 560 012, India.
Tel: +91-80-2293 3588, e-mail: viji@cns.iisc.ernet.in

More information on CBR can be obtained at: [http://cbr.iisc.ernet.in](http://cbr.iisc.ernet.in)